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Abstract

7s it possible to "take the teacher out of the test?" Wanting to give students the chance to create,
administer, and evaluate their own tests, I have been examining creative methods for assessment as
a means to help students synthesize their knowledge and decrease their test anxiety. I will explore
ways in which I transformed classroom testing into opportunities for student-centered, collaborative
learning.

In 1995, Tim Murpheywrote a paper titled"Tests: Learning through negotiated interaction" in
which he exploredcollaborative testingas an approach to "putting students more interactively
in the center of creating and administering.. .tests" (p. 12).Murphey's ideas have been an
absolute delight to review,validating and further exploring many of my own testing practices
as a language teacher. Having given a lot of thought to both why and how I test my students,
I have concluded that my beliefs about testing have had two major influences, the first being
my own experiences as a student, and the second being the current paradigms of learner
development and autonomy. What follows then is a review of my attempts to remove myself
from the testing process as much as possible, hoping to maximize opportunities for student
autonomy, collaboration, and creativity.

Learning from experience

I have alwayssuspected that examswere excellent tools for synthesis, if not necessarily
evaluation. Some of my most exciting "wow" memories as a student are those last few moments
of a specific test or exam where I suddenly saw the bigger picture, realizing just how much I had
learned, and feeling a sense of accomplishment because of it. Asa high school student, writing
papers for my literature class, I often recognized that a successful essaywas one in which I
was able to "put it all together,"working piecesof a puzzle into an ordered, intricate design. I
distinctly remember remarking to a teacher that I felt almost selfishin completing his written
exam. He had the task of reading and evaluating my ideas,while I had the pleasure of putting
the ideas together for him. I believe I compared it to a show where I was the actor and he the
critic whose reviewwasmoot because the performance itself had resonated so deeply for me.
I also have fond memories of a college study group where we made tests for ourselves

and then shared them with each other as a way of helping us prepare for our psychology
and biology exams. The process of reflecting on what we had learned, and formulating
anticipated test questions reallyhelped synthesize the information and was as useful in aiding
understanding as taking the practice tests we had created. The ensuing discussions about our
tests, and the realization that we all had differing points of view as to what was important, also
provided further opportunities for learning.
Years later as a university teacher in Japan, while discussing graded readers with my reading

classes (2nd year English Literature and Languagemajors), I decided that I wanted to motivate
students to read on a schedule and concluded that grades might be the best motivator. After a
fewweeks of thinking up quizzes, I suddenly had an idea. Instead of supplying students with
questions that I thought were important, why not allow them to create their own questions,
reflecting on ideas that were important to them? Additionally, I had hoped that the test creation
process would actually be a good review of the material, akin to a study session. After students
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hadworked together in small groups, using questions from both the classroom and their
graded reader activities to create tests, theyexchanged papers, answered the questions, and then
returned the tests. And it didn't stop there! I then asked studentsto gradethe tests and turned
this process into a conversation taskusing apreviously taughtdialogue. Whew! I was amazed at
howmuch activity couldbe derived fromone simple task.

A BRIEF WORD ABOUT TESTING

Deciding justwhat exactly a test shouldmeasure and how to best go about doing so is
quite a trickytask. The current evolution of assessment in language learninghas beenwell
documented in the past fewyears (Finch,2004;Gorsuch, 2000;Shaaban, 2001;Smith, 2001)
with the recognition that traditional pencil-and-paper summative methods of evaluation in
the classroom do not necessarilyreflect the experienceof students whose studies are based on
communicative activities. Moreover, instructors have begun to recognize the need to honor
"uptake," a term coined byAUwright (1984, p.11)as"whateverit is that learners get from
language lessons,"as equally important as what the instructor thinks the student should learn.
When I refer to testing and evaluation with regards to the activities prescribed within this
paper, I am not referring to placement or aptitude testing, but to classroom evaluation and
assessment.

Developing an approach to student-centered testing

I had not spent hours planning how I could increase student autonomy in the testing process,
but rather, it just "came to me"while reminiscing about my own learning processes. I thought
about the amount of work I was doing as the teacher and realized that my students had strong
enough analytical and language skills to be doing thework themselves. In the past, I had asked
students to evaluate each other's essays, proofread each other's writing, or work collaboratively
to grade tests, but I had never before actually tried having them create their own tests. Mymind
was suddenlyfilled with questions: Howcould I be sure that the test itemswerevalid? How
could I be sure that the grades wererepresentative of student knowledge? Howcould I be sure
that this was an effective testing process?
As the students continued the test creation process,I noticed that some groups were quiet

- deciding that each individual should create hisor herowntestquestions and then combine
these uponcompletion.Why were they approaching the task in this way? Simple: They lacked
sufficient conversation skills that would allow them to communicate with each other and they
lacked sufficient experience with test creation to give them the confidence to collaborate. This
left little room for student interaction and had me wondering if askingthem to complete the
collaborative process strictly in English would serve to either hindertheir reflection process or aid
their communicativeabilities by allowing focused and real attempts at constructing meaning.
I then made a change and allowed students the opportunity to communicate in Japanese

during the creation of a subsequent test and noticed that although certain groups continued
to have each member work independently, the amount of "checking in," or "negotiation"
as Murphy might phrase it, increased. Students weremore involved in asking each others'
opinions about their itemsand checking for meaning. I had to makea decision: Would I focus
the test creation processon conversation practice,or would it be better to allowstudents the
opportunity to process content?
Additionally, I noticed that many of the students' questions mimicked those they had

previously completed in their books' activity sections,while other questions were directly
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copied from those previously reviewed inclass. Only asmall group ofquestions were original
and attempted to employ yet other formats, butthe one thing thatkept troubling me was that
allof the formats were written; sadly, the oral communication componentwas missing.

Refining the process

Thefollowing semester, I created a template (see MAYA! website for Appendix 7A) ofquestion
formats formystudents andworked with them throughout oneclass period to help them
better understandhowto design their tests. This added support from the instructormadea
marked differenceas students both mimicked and manipulated the template resulting in the
creation of rather individualized tests (seeMAYA! website forAppendix 7A). Students began to
add images and newquestion formats, and asevidenced bythe atmosphere in the classroom,
and in myownemotional appraisal of the experience, theytrulyseemed to enjoy the entire
process. Having themwork in groups, theycould then forward the test to me for proofreading,
grammar correction, and suggestions.
Earlier, I posed the following questions:

1) How could I be sure that the test items were valid?
2) How could I be sure that the grades were representative of student knowledge?
3) How could I be sure that this was an effective testing process?

I gavea lot of thought to the first researchquestion and concluded that the validity of the test
items and the actual test itselfjust might be secondaryto the experiencegained from preparing the
tests.Having the students work together in groups chosen by the instructor allowed for a variety
of student input based on individual experiencein the classroom.Finally, students themselves
overwhelmingly praised the activityand volunteeredthat theyhad feltmuch more relaxed, as
one student noted on an end-of-semester questionnaire,"It's a test and doesn't feel like a test. I'm
exciting to seetheir [classmates'] tests, and if it'ssameasmytest. I'm not really thinkingthis isa test."
One by-product of this new student-centered testing approach that I had not expected was

the decrease in performance anxiety.But why should students feel more relaxed?Another
student offered, "I practiced a lot for making the test. I think I know it [the material on the test]
now so I didn't really study like I always study. I can relax and have fun." Some students became
quite competitive with their creations, aiming to top each other in presentation and content.
I was pleased to see the range of ideas expressedin the test questions and the earnest pleasure
students took in evaluating their classmates' responses.
The evaluation process of test responseswas undertaken by the groups of students who

created the respective instruments. Again,I was facedwith allowingJapanese conversation
to easenegotiation of meaning, vs.strict Englishuse as a means of practice. Tomy surprise,
although I allowed Japanese, a number of students incorporated pre-taught English classroom
dialogs into their evaluation process, illustrating the effectiveness of providing students with
the opportunity for authentic communication.

Back to the drawing board: Communicative testing?

Asmy experience with student-centered testing continued, I realized that what I had really
wanted was to make a three-part testing process: a) reinforcement of learned material via the test-
creation process, b) application and recallvia taking the test, and c) examination of pragmatics
via peer assessment and negotiation of grades. Tosummarize Kitao and Kitao (1995):
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Communicative language tests are those which make aneffort to test language in away
that reflects the way that language isusedin real communication. It is,of course, not
always possible tomake language tests communicative, but it may often bepossible
to give them communicative elements. This can have beneficial backwash effects. If
students are encouraged to study for more communicative tasks, this can only have a
positiveeffect on their language learning.

Withthis in mind, I decided that I needed to re-thinktheway in which I asked students to
undertake evaluation. I realized that the oral aspect of communication was beingneglected in
the actual tests and wondered how I could changethat.
After somebrainstorming, I thought about classroom activities that required oral

communication, a balanced amount of communication within groups, and opportunities
for realistic conversation, Moreover, I wanted the activity to be easy to evaluate and fun! My
solution? A game!
I showed students examples of twoboard games, one a photocopiedtemplate from the internet,

the other a gamecreatedby one ofmyprevious students.Again, working in groups chosenby the
instructor (to ensure evendistributions of languageskills), students were asked to create a game that
wouldmeet the abovecriteria.Theyweregiven class time to brainstorm a proposal which then had
to be presented to and acceptedby the instructor.Theywereaskedto complete the creation of the
gameas out-of-classwork with clearlywritten English instructionswere required.
A variety of ideas were presented, everything from quiz-style games, to role-play, and even a

trivia game.Assessmentwas completed based on the number of questions a student answered,
and if the student did not know the answer, they were instructed to respond in English
accordingly. I experimented with two different formats for assessment: In one class,students
were asked to assess their own performance and confidentially, their classmates' performances
based on the following Likert scale criteria:

1) Participation - "I spokeEnglish only," and "I tried mybest with a positiveattitude."
2) Content - "I was able to answer the questions using English," and "I could respond in
a timely manner."

3) Performance - "My spoken English (accent) waseasy to understand."
The second format was a simple pass/fail format where students had to earn a minimum

number of points - points wereearned for both answeringquestions and participating in
the conversations of others using English. Each group also had a team point keeper.With
both formats, essentially any student who participated could pass the exam.Murphey (1995)
reflects on his own testing process and writes, "Themain purpose of these [types of] tests is not
evaluationbut rather stimulation of effective language learning processes that can later be used
by learners to help them learn whatevertheywant" (p.13).

Wrapping It Up

Murphey (2003) notes that".. .during testing (or gatheringdata) students are still constructing
knowledge, using the tests and evaluationsas learning events" (p.4).To that effect, by having
had my students play a major role in their testing, I hoped to accomplish the following:

1) Allowstudents to more activelyparticipate in all aspects of the testing process.
2) Use the typical "study process" for tests as an interactive task that can be undertaken
during class time.

3) Offer opportunities for collaborative learning.
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4) Supportcommunicative competence viaconversation tasks related to the tests.
5) De-emphasize what I as the teacher feel is important, and askthe studentsto
examine what they found important.

6) Increasestudent participation and autonomy in the classroomand raisemotivation
to "study."

Baron (2005) writes, "If students are to take more responsibility for their own learning,
they should be involved in the assessment process, not only in seeingthe results but also in
designingsome of it" (p.l). Studentsmayplaya larger role in the assessmentprocessand have
greater opportunity to practice effective communication in English by creating their own test
questions, grading the tests and discussingthe tests. In this paper I have highlighted a variety
of testing methods that accentuate student autonomy and collaboration, while minimizing
teacher participation using actual examples from my courses and feedback from students, but
truly, the possibilities for creative testing are endless.
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Critical Reader Response i

Mike Nix

"It's not aboutfinding the answers; it's about asking better questions.'

Thismaxim for intellectual inquiry, which I recall from myowndays as a university
student,seems to nicely articulate the purpose ofMarlen's thoughtful and thought-provoking
explorations of student-createdtests. Sowhat are some issues his paper highlighted for me?
Firstly, Marlen's paper made me think about how previous learning experiences can be

both a resource for, and a limit on, the development of learner and teacherautonomy. Making
practice tests in his study group at university provides a model for Marlen's initial break as a
teacher with conventional teacher-devised tests. And "fond memories" of the value of those
practice tests seem to giveaffective support for his experiments when worries about the validity
and effectiveness of student-created tests emerged. But when his students first made their
own tests, they were limited by the kinds of question types encountered during his course
and, it seems likely, by the non-communicative nature of the conventional English tests they
experience so often in Japan.
Describing how he helped students to be more creative, communicative and collaborative

in their test-making, Marlen's paper askswhat it takes for learners and teachers to both
build on, and break with, their learning experiences to develop their autonomy. Or, put
another way, having observed that it is actually not enough to simply 'take himself out of
the test,' he explores what a teacher needs to do to scaffold students' growing control over
their own learning and use of English. Marlen's account here suggests that teacher direction
- templatesof alternative test formats and more explicitexplanation - is initiallyuseful for
the development of autonomy, with students'ownnoticingof variousalternatives in the work
of their peersbecoming gradually more important. Hisexplorations also suggest that for a
teacher'sautonomy to growbeyond the limits of their own formative learning experiences, a
consciously exploratory and reflexive practice of scaffolding autonomy, and the repeated re
thinking or theorizing of previous learning experiences and current teaching practices, are
essential.

The shift to test-making and taking as a communicative, collaborative learning process
also raises the question ofwhat learners shouldbe evaluating: the development of language
competence? control over learning processes? participation anduse ofEnglish? Marlen wants
students to reflect in test-making on ideas "important to them"but doesn't really address how
the learners' own goals, aswell as their"uptake" from classes, canbe integrated into the testing/
evaluationstageof ongoing, autonomy-inviting cycles of learning.
And, if the aim is to make evaluation an integral,formative part of the language learning/

using process, not an end-pointassessment, why stick withtests, even student-created ones?
Why not use, say, learner journals, or portfolios? Perhaps the testing 'wow' factor has, in
the end, become a constraint on Marlen's own autonomy to choose appropriate forms of
evaluation.Or, on second thought, is it actuallymore autonomy-inviting for students to
explore, de-construct, and subvert the very conventions of test-based evaluation that constrain
so much of the rest of their language learning experience?
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Critical Reader Response 2

Etsuko Shimo

Inone ofmy university lecture courses, the professor asked us students tomake questions. The
professor told us ifourquestions were chosen for the final exam, we would get bonus points.
In thetest-making process, we reviewed, reused, and recycled previously learned knowledge.
InMarlen's chapter, the idea resonated with me that evaluation activities should beadditional
learning opportunities for students. Reading through the chapter, I came to thinkthat
"collaborative assessment,"where student-centeredness and student initiatives are encouraged,
seems to be the key to such opportunities.
O'Malley andValdez Pierce (1996) explained howstudents and teacher engage in

"collaborative assessment" bymeansof portfolios in language classrooms: "[S]tudents get
individual feedbackon how to set and achieve goals, and teacher gets individual feedback on
how to make instructional activitiesmore meaningful and useful to students" (p.43), while they
evaluate the student work together.Assessment by student-made tests can also be described as
collaborative assessment in the sense that students and teacher give feedback to each other's
"course work," or what they each do in or for the course.
In that case,what is the "feedback on how to make instructional activities more meaningful

and useful to students" that the teacher receives from student-made tests? Students make
test questions based on what they think is important and what they have learned. I concur in
evaluating highly students' can-do's. On the other hand, students have to learn points of use in
language learning even if they have not noticed them by themselves. If students fail to include
such points in their test questions, the teacher will be reminded that he/she might want to
redesign the course activities to emphasize these points by using more explicit instructions.
This chapter seems to indicate that Marlen did go through these thinking and acting

processes. He tried to integrate oral communication skills,which were lacking in earlier
student-made test questions. At the same time, I became more interested in what reading activ
ities were used, when Marlen referred to his reading classes in his chapter. If his students made
questions in the reading class,did the questions include items to test reading skills and those
to measure reading comprehension level? For example,did they provide reading comprehen
sion questions which required skimmingor scanningskills? Did they make questions asking
for reactions to what they had read to promote deeper understanding of the materials?When
the teacher looks at student-made questions, he/she can think over the meaning of course
objectives. If students did not include questions that measure or reflect achievement of the
course objectives,then the teacher should think of what should have been more emphasized
and how, and sometimes alsowhether the course objectives were appropriate or not.
Thus, collaborative assessment can promote not only student reflection but also teacher

reflection. Reflection is essential for developing autonomy, because through reflection, students
can set their learning goals which are more effective and appropriate for their own level. Once
they set their goals, their actions will be more focused. Students then continuously engage in
the cycle of "goal-setting -^ action •$ reflection •> goal-resetting -> action -> reflection -> ..."
and develop their autonomy. This cycle works in a similar fashion for teachers, with the only
difference being "goals"means "teaching goals" (or "learning goals about teaching!") Through
such reflection, the teacher can expand their autonomy—their responsibility and control over
their teaching processes. Student autonomy and teacher autonomy become synergistically
enhanced when cycles of student and teacher reflection are connected through "student-teacher
collaboration."
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